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ABSTRACT
We note that the combination of a vertex detector with a J/Q trigger should enable one to measure the masses and lifetimes of various beauty baryons and heavy beauty mesons at the SSC or Tevatron II.
It has been pointed out that the occurence of a J/Q decaying into p+p-at a point displaced from the primary interaction vertex is an efficient trigger for beauty pair production (1) . Based on this observation, we would expect the dominant J/q +X final states of the Bs and Bc to be J/q + !I) and J/q + r,p,A1 respectively.
The !D has a 50% branching ratio into K+K-. Thus it seems clear that the SSC will be able to identify and study these heavy beauty mesons.
Similarly, we would expect the beauty baryons to decay into J/$+X with X being, about 50% of the time, a hyperon or decuplet particle.
A particularly clean decay chain results from the beauty baryon ' The isosinglet
Ab is forbidden to decay into J/9 + A + r or J/q + C* so that eq. 6 might be the dominant J/\k containing decay. The isovector combination would have the observable decay chain: -.
~(buu)
+ J/J! + C*+ + Jl'l' + A + 7~+ + J/'# + p + r-+ 7r+
The negatively charged Eb would have an analogous final state -. -containing p?r-r-. The strange beauty baryons (bds) and (bss) might also be accessible at Tev II and should certainly be evident at SSC. 
In addition to determining masses and lifetimes of the charm-beauty baryons, the J/9 tag might yield the first observations of the strange-charm baryons in eqi -10 and 11.
Finally, at the SSC it might be possible to isolate the doubly charmed beauty baryon with the decay chain (bee) + J/\k + (see) + J/\k + (css) + "W" + J/9 + 62-+ "W" + "W"
"W" ins used td denote an off-shell W decaying into totally charged 
